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Books in brief
Zelensky: A Biography
by Serhii Rudenko, translated
by Michael M Naydan and
Alla Perminova (Polity, £20)

Volodymyr Zelensky’s appointment as president of Ukraine
in May 2019 briefly raised eyebrows abroad: a comedian had
been put in charge of the government. Fast forward three
years and Zelensky is a household name around the world.
People in London, New York
and Tokyo will recognise the
ubiquitous wartime khaki
t-shirt—but may also wonder
how he came to be president
in the first place, and indeed
what he stands for.
This new biography of
Zelensky by Ukrainian journalist Serhii Rudenko offers a
preliminary sketch. Rudenko
charts Zelensky’s unexpected
rise from actor to president—
before being elected, he
starred in a TV series called
Servant of the People, in which
he played a history teacher
who becomes president of
Ukraine. Although the biography was written before the
war, the English edition contains the author’s thoughts on
Zelensky’s transformation into
a wartime leader. “Prior to the
war, almost every one of Zelensky’s public addresses was
reminiscent of his acting past,”
writes Rudenko, for whom
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there was “too much theatricality and artificiality.” Yet all
this showiness melted away
when Russia invaded Ukraine,
as staged appearances by the
president gave way to intimate
communiqués filmed at his
office in Kyiv.
Rudenko has written a succinct political biography that
plunges readers right into the
middle of the Ukrainian political scene, but with not much
to guide them. Written for a
Ukrainian audience familiar
with the nation’s quirks and
personalities, there is little
context for the general reader
on Ukraine’s history, regions
and social makeup.
Anyone eager to learn more
about the country will have to
look elsewhere, such as Serhii
Plokhy’s The Gates of Europe:
A History of Ukraine (2015),
which offers a longer-term
perspective on Kyiv’s troubled relations with Moscow. As
for Zelensky: he has made his
mark on Ukraine’s history, but
a fuller assessment of his role is
yet to come.
Annabelle Chapman

All of Zelensky’s
showiness melted
away when Russia
invaded Ukraine,
as his staged
appearances gave
way to intimate
communiqués

The Escape Artist: The Man
Who Broke Out of Auschwitz
to Warn the World
by Jonathan Freedland
( John Murray, £20)

Given how quick genocide deniers are to muddy the waters,
incredulity can be a dangerous response to stories about
the Holocaust. Yet in the case
of Jonathan Freedland’s The Escape Artist, incredulity would
seem to be a valid response—at
least at first.
The author draws on his
skills as both journalist and
thriller writer to tell a story
that would be a gift for any
writer. Rudolf Vrba, a 19-yearold Slovakian Jew, escaped
from Auschwitz in April 1944
together with fellow inmate
Alfréd Wetzler. That escape
(the first by Jewish inmates
to succeed) required a mindboggling degree of ingenuity,
bravery and sheer luck. But
what’s even more remarkable
is what came after. Vrba and
Wetzler produced a report
that explained in close detail
the process of extermination
in Auschwitz (including estimates of numbers killed) that
was circulated internationally
and read at the highest levels.
Vrba went on to fight in the
Slovakian national uprising,
becoming a scientist in postwar Czechoslovakia before
eventually settling in Canada.

The incredulity I felt on
reading the book was that Vrba
isn’t better known. That’s even
more surprising given that he
wrote his autobiography after
the war and was interviewed
for The World at War and Shoah.
Freedland solves this “mystery”: Vrba was inconvenient.
His testimony had helped to
delay and curtail the deportation of Hungarian Jews—but
he made his lifelong frustration that governments and
Jewish authorities never did
more to act on his warnings
well known. His forceful and
combative nature—which certainly helped in surviving Auschwitz—made him an uncomfortable presence in postwar
Holocaust discourse.
So The Escape Artist is something more than an extraordinary tale; it is a case study that
shows that those who survive
to tell the tale may not be who
we want them to be.
Keith Kahn-Harris
Beyond Measure: The Hidden
History of Measurement
by James Vincent
(Faber, £18.99)

In taking on a subject as huge
as measurement, James
Vincent runs the risk of
absurdity. Why not a history of
air or water? Still, he makes a
good fist of it: he tells the
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